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4K Ultra HD + Blu-ray 3D + Blu-ray + Digital HD reviewed by Jeffrey Kaufman, July 24, 2019 to rephrase (and tweak a little) a famous quote by Dorothy Gale certain, somehow, we're not in Grindhouse territory anymore. Many people have referred to Alita: Battle of the Angel as james cameron's film, and while it is true that Cameron was a guiding force and
co-producer of the project, Robert Rodriguez received directory credit, so it is probably at least as useful to consider the former Hodges in the sci-fi environment as it is to consider Cameron's achievements arguably the best to remember. Rodriguez has often offered something close to future high-tech visions, though often overcome by very large amounts of
fancy, in films such as Spy Kids, Spy Kids 2: Lost Dream Island, Spy Kids 3-D: Over the Game, The Adventures of Sharkboy and Lavagirl, but Alita: Battle of the Angel is a remarkably more ambitious project, one that brings with it a whole field of risk courtesy of the fact that it has been adapted from a well-liked manga. In this adaptive regard, it's kind of
interesting to compare Toleta: Angel's battle with the live action film version greatly underestimated by ghost in the shell, at least as much as offering both heroine characteristics that may be as much a machine as human. Alita: Battle of the Angel seems to have escaped a lot of controversy over some casting decisions made in the shadow of the shell,
perhaps ironically at least in part because the main actress in this case is Rosa Salazar, who, despite some impressive credits (American Horror Story: Full Season I) probably doesn't quite have the name recognition that someone like Scarlett Johansson does. The fact that the character of The Ita is a composite display using motion capture aspects and
some obvious CGI elements have also provided a camouflaged discount from any similar attacks. Thankfully perhaps, this is the only controversy of Alita: Battle of the Angel managed to escape, because while the film has some pitfalls at times, it manages to capture at least some of the spirit of the original manga while also creating an immersive 26th
century world that is presented impressively in a beautiful way often surprisingconsidering in the post-apocalyptic focus of the film. Ghost in the Shell may not be the only other movie some viewers might think of when watching Alita: Battle of the Angel, since some of its aspects are definitely an old hat. Any number of future films where technology can be said
to have surpassed a man's moral compass, and other elements such as City in heaven may evoke memories of films such as Elisium, and even Fedora and Coat getup that his mentor Alietta Dr. Dyson Edo (Christoph Waltz) wearing can be ripped right out of the dark city. What kind of About the post-apocalyptic atmosphere of Alita: Battle of the Angel is that
it is the post-apocalyptic way, in that fall, as the story points to the calamity, happened centuries ago, and humanity is still trying to capture the pictorial pieces. This fall has left the earth-bound citizens in a world of ruin and huge piles of garbage dumped from Zalim, the city of heaven in this tale. Edo, scavenging through the garbage, finds the essence of
cyborg that has the human brain still shows activity. Edo is a cyborg reformer of some note, he takes the head and torso home, where he attaches it to the robotic body he had developed for his late paralyzed daughter Alita. When Cyborg wakes up with no sound memories, including her name, Edo describes her as Anita. Elita is a bit of a naif as he gets an
ongoing story, learning the ways of the urban environment teeming with both Edo and a man named Hugo (Kian Johnson), who evokes more than casual interest in the girl. There are a number of sidebarde in the main secret that may be exactly Alita, with one of the strangest arguably being an epic game called Motorball that is more or less fighting wrestling
of the 26th century, albeit in another ball, rollerball, style. The carnage created by the game has led to the need for body parts, and Edo's estranged wife Dr. Chiren (a fairly severe-looking Jennifer Connelly) is in collusion with impresario Motorball named Vector (Mahershala Ali) to engineer more dominant players. Hugo is also involved in scavenging
activities, and there is an underlying tension throughout the film on the side of which the evil hero's arcade he may come down on (and - a slight spoiler alert - he doesn't come down rather spectacularly, as those who watched the movie will know). These brief plot points barely hint at other things movie titles, including the long-running interplanetary war that
led to the fall, and The Aleta discovering a cyber-object in a crashed spaceship that ultimately gives it more powerful than it already was*, which helps in its evolution as called Hunter Warrior, a bounty hunter of some kind. There is one that I personally feel can use a little better explanation within the film itself - a kind of telepathic supervillain named Nova
(Edward Norton) who lives in Zalim and is able to more or less own people. It's all gonzo shamelessly most of the time, but perhaps there is at least an unexpected gleam of sincere human emotion stifling the film, considering the robotic character at its core. There is a shameless cartoonatmosphere for Alita for some time, something that may, as he alluded
to above, remove casting decisions from the world of controversy. But despite the computer-assisted side of the character, Salazar's performance really shines through. I also found it fun to see Christoph Waltz in the role of It is seen (properly as it turns out) as a decent, even noble, genre, but which goes through moments of believable suspicious activity
(from Alita's point of view), where Waltz gets to a kind of single-line thin line between madness and scientist. The design of the film production won't really surprise anyone fond of the kind of retro future that has been seen dating back to Brazil at least, but it's presented (in both terms of that word) with real depth and interest, even for those who may find
elements of a vertigo story or even a little silly, and images are often very appealing. * This is another moment where fans of anime, Mischa Abscesses in particular, may be thinking about any number of performances where a young hero (ine) discovers a magical connection to some kind of battle technology, and indeed the same plot point has been used in
a good number of relatively recent sci-fi movies like Ken. Note: My colleague Brian Ordorf was much less enthusiastic about Alita: The Battle of the Angel when he reviewed the film during his theatrical exhibition. You can read Brian's thoughts here.       Note: Footage is obtained from (flat) 1080p Blu-ray. This is one of the first 4K/3D/Blu-ray packages I have
personally reviewed, and as such each tablet has separate specifications. For my thoughts on the 1080p flat view, please refer to our Alita: Battle Angel Blu-ray review. As expected, the 3D presentation is 1080p and the width 4K UHD 2160p, both at 2.39:1. I'll separate my thoughts somewhat below, although I recommend reading both analyses, where some
elements relate to both, even if I don't explicitly mention them. 3D: Fans of 3D Blu Rays felt like writing was on the wall for this particular format for some time, but perhaps it's convenient to realize that there's one 800-pound gorilla still enhancing dimensions in high-definition home media presentations (after theatrical exhibitions, of course), namely James
Cameron. While much of this presentation can be rather subtle at times, especially with regard to a lot of wide shots, there is a constant depth in the images here that are often quite striking. A nice example of the difference between subtle and very subtle is evident in the very first sequence, with edo scavenging through the dump. Preliminary footage shows
Sky City and even piles of garbage really don't offer much in the way of dimensions, but once it gets shot into the mid-range land, with the elements in the foreground and Ido in the background, there is an immediate and quite noticeable delimitation of space. Often throughout this presentation, the front objects, often in the shade, give a great point reference
to create depth back to the frame. Some quick motion scenes, as in some battles especially in some Motorball sequences, A little blurry for me in 3D display, especially towards the edges of the frame. Depth can also falter, at least to some extent, in many dark sequences, especially in the latter half of the film. Perhaps surprisingly, there are not many in your
face moments, apart from the kind of fun if extraneous moments in battles and/or Motorball. 4K UHD: Alita's 4K UHD version: Battle Angel is almost the story of two shows, namely direct motion elements and the computer provided from the material. The former enjoyed a remarkable and significant rise in detail and fine detail in particular. A lot of admittedly
mundane items like questioning on alita's can during her impressive new redrawing surgery in the 4K show, practical materials like fiber on fashion are really very impressive looking around. Actual human actors, or at least their faces if you've been compounded on cyborg bodies, have significant improvements in features such as hacks and pores. Even
some CGI enjoy upticks in detail, as in the first close-up shot of Alita after the first surgery as she sleeps in her bed. But a great deal of other CGI actually looks more cartoonish in this 4K iteration, so much so that some may feel they're actually watching anime rather than a virtual action movie. This animated and often soft looking side is clear from the first
creation scenes of Zalem hovering in the sky, and even extends to some shots of garbage piles. Even some motorball material seems like something of an animated version of the story rather than live action. Perhaps surprisingly, I didn't see much difference in the panel courtesy of seeing Dolby, although there were some minor changes. For example, Alita's
bedroom has a slightly more orange-pink accent in this version and other elements such as the purple feathered ring Shirin has in one scene seems much more saturated in 4K. There's one nice exception to this general rule, a purple love scene infused at about 1:16:00 that has much more glamour in the 4K display. As such, I divide the difference in a
speaking way by recording this 4K 4.0 version. It's often very impressive, but there are some variations here that enthusiastic video enthusiasts have to quiver with.   Mentioned in Our Alita: Battle of the Blu-ray Angel review of how those who buy this version may be disappointed by the lack of a Dolby Atmos track, especially since Atmos gets the final credit
nod in the film, but this absence is remedied by the atmos track effective blisters on this UHD 4K disc. I've recorded the DTS-HD Master Audio 7.1 track Solid 5.0 on the 1080p Blu-ray release, but if I can give this Track Atmos 6.0, as it is regularly impressive, offer all of the great immersion of the surrounding track on the traditional Blu-ray, while promoting a
nice new series of vertical information that is audible from the first scenes of garbage dumped by Zalem. Both combat scenes and perhaps particular motorball sequences take advantage of the Atmos rendering, with fantastically dramatic ping-pong effects through soundstage and with clear lyced sounds that pan can often be very impressive. Fidelity is quite
first-class throughout this rendering, and as with Track 7.1, the dynamic range is very wide. As alluded to in the introduction to the video evaluation, Fox follows their tradition of providing different specifications for different versions. The 3D version de the same as the DTS-HD main sound 7.1 track as it is evaluated in Alita: Battle Angel Blu-ray review (this is
the only audio option on this particular disc). 2-Disc Set 3 Disc Set $49.92 3-Disc Set 3 Disc Target 2 Disc Target 2-Disc Set Walmart using thumb up and thumb down icons to agree or disagree that the title resembles Alita: Battle of the Angel. You can also suggest completely new titles similar to Alita: Battle angel in the search box below.                                
View more titles » View Less Headlines +4+2 +2 +2 +2 +2 +1 • Black Friday Deals (Update 22) - 29 November 2019 Blu-ray deals on Black Friday started coming (so watch the latest deals page for updates). Now is the time to get your movies and/or holiday gifts at the best price. • Blu-ray Sales, August 4-10: Detective Pikachu on the case - August 16, 2019
for the week ended August 10, Warner Home Entertainment Pikachu first appeared in first place on blu-ray-only scheme and comprehensive media charts. This sci-fi family adventure performed modestly after its release last May, grossing $144 million... • Blu-ray sales, July 28-3 August: Alita continues to fight on the house... - August 11, 2019 for the week
that ended on August 3, 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment Etta: Battle of the Angel is still in first place on Blu-ray only and overall media package plans. This visually stunning sci-fi epic struggled to connect with the following local audiences... » View more news functions related to Alita: Battle of the Angel 4K + 3D Blu-ray Blu-ray
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